Counter Loop

The Counter Loop (ILC1) is an all-in-one, audio induction field generator for face-to-face conversations using telecoil-equipped hearing aids, implants or listeners. The Counter Loop houses an induction loop amplifier and the induction loop itself in a light weight case. It comes equipped with a rear-mounted microphone and two additional microphone ports. The rugged construction and commercial-grade, washable material will stand up to daily use and features the international symbol for an audio induction (hearing) loop system. The audio signal field generated by the Counter Loop accommodates people standing or sitting and is ideal for locations where space is limited and/or privacy is critical. An internal, re-chargeable battery in the Portable Counter Loop (ILP1) provides 10-12 hours of untethered use.

Advantages

- Optimized for one-on-one conversation
- Perfect for point-of-sale, reception desk
- Easy installation, requires no tools
- Meets ADA compliance for assistive listening
- Rugged commercial grade construction
- Integrated microphone included
- Optional mini-shotgun and goose neck microphones are available
- Adjustable angle delivers exceptional audio clarity for people of differing heights
- May be installed permanently
- Maintenance free

Approximate Field Size

Counter or Desk Top Loop

Specifications

- Dimensions: 10” H x 7.5” W x 1.5” D
- Power Supply: 12V DC
- Rechargeable NiMH battery*
- Material: Plastic
- Amplifier: Propietary Emcom Induction Loop Driver
- Power: 110V AC wall adaptor
- Microphone: One built-in microphone